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PREPARATICN FOR THE SIMlJIATICN 
Introduction 
This manual 1S a guide to the use of a simulation rrodel of a municipal water 
supply and waste treatment system. The developrent of the rrodel was partially 
funded by the u.s . Anny Engineer Institute for Water Resources (contract No . D.l\CW 
43- 73-C- 0013) . 
Purpose of 'tXlel 
This program is designed to simul ate a water system including supply , storage , 
demand , and treatment of sewage . It requires extensive preparatory v.vrk including 
s imulation of strearnflaws by the use of the u.s . Anny Hydrologic Engineering 
Center Program 723- X6-L2340 , and preparation of demand equations base d on the 
analysis of data on past use by the use of a regress10n program. The required 
preparatory v.vrk is outlined 1n the manual. 
Flexibility in the use of the rrodel is provided by the provision of planning 
files . These are of tv.v types , either dependent on tilre or on events . By the 
use of the files the program can be run o n tv.v basic rrodes , the first in \·1hich 
additions to supply are scheduled in advance and the second where a decision to 
increase capacity is made on the basis of rronitoring reservoir levels , scream-
flONs , and water use . 
Ray WYscarver, formerly of the Department of Economics , Clark University wrote 
this program and the documentation on which this manual is based. 
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There is one maJor simplification in the program, the use of a ca,bined 
storage pool. The user is cautioned to be aware of the limitation this places 
on the accuracy of the output . For those systems where water is freely trans-
ferable the effect on the results will be minimal. It is suggested that where 
there is limitation on the transfer of water the total storage be decreased to 
test the sensitivity of the system to combining the available storage capacity . 
Description of Equipment 
The primary technical considerations are a ca'puter with a sufficiently 
large merrory and the availability of peripheral devices . The program was de-
signed on a COC 6600 and required 140 , 000 (octal) bytes of core to load and 
65 , 000 (octal) bytes of core to execute . This "",uld be equivalent to 57 , 344 
(decimal) bytes of core for execution on rrost other carputers . However , the 
load size could be smaller depending upon the ca'piler S.lZe . 
In addition to a reader , printer , and card punch , the program requ1res a 
co,binaticn of either 3 tapes, or disk files . 
The run time for program TINKLE will depend primarily on whether disk or 
tape files are employed . When disk files are used run time of 25 seconds for 
central processing unit and 90 seconds of input/ output time are typical for a 
50 year simulation . 
PREPARATION OF H\TOl1 IETICAL STREAM 
FLO-I DATA 
Generation of Stream Flow Data 
The U. S . Army Corps of Engineers f'onthly Streamflow Simulation proqram 
(publication 723-340 HEC 4) is used with the modification and restrictions 
outlined below to generate streamflows . 
2 




Insert '!his Staterren t 
REAL 01 (15) 
01 (I) = 0 (M , K) 
WRI'IE (10) (01 (I) , 1=1,12) 
'!he order of arrangellent of ~ data used with ~ HEC- 4 program is ~ sane 
as that outlired in the Corp of IZIgineers publicatioo with tw::> exceptions : The 
first station of historical data (in ~ first pass , if a nrulti -pass nm is ellployed) 
that is input to the program must be nalthly rainfall data . All other stations of 
historical data nay be arranged as desired . 
If there are streams which are not diverted for use ill the beginning of the 
siroulation , but will (or might) be used later during the planning period ~se must 
be siroulated with the ooes being used and must appear last in the input data file . 
Sorting the Data 
The order of ~ data generated in the previous step is inconsistent with the 
requirenents of the siroulatioo . Program SORT (Appendix C) is used to rearrange the 
generated data in the requiJ:ed order . In SORT, Tape 1 refers to the streamflows 
generated by use of program HEC- 4 while Tape 2 refers to the rearranged data file to 
be generated. '!he program requires one data cxmtrol card in the folla.ring forrrat : 
Colurm 
1 - 5 
6 - 10 
11 - 15 
Item 
1/2 the total nurtber of years of generated 
stream flows produced by step B. 1 
'lbtal nuriJer of streams and rainfall 
First year of generated flows 
PREPARATIOO OF I'lATER rEMAND EX:)UATIOOS 





[)errands for water for lawn and garden watering are a function of the curnula-
tive anount of r ain received relative to what is norrrally received . 
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'Ib reflect this use a rain index was created to be used as an :independent variabl e 
:in these denand equations. 
'7',e rrethodol ogy to foon the :index is as follONS : 
where 





(R . - R.) ) ) 
i = the current nonth 
for i = 1. 2 •• ••• 12 
. the· th th RI . = the value of the rain index In ~ nOll 
1 
j = a stmrat j on subscript 
. the ·th th Rj = rainfall In ) ntA . 
R. = average rainfall for the 
) 
.th th ) lion 
'!he rain :index is the cumulative sum of the deviations of actual rainfall frail 
the average rainfall . 
'!he program used to generate this :index is RINDEJ( (Appendix q program re-
quires one data oontrol card follONed by the nnnthly rainfall data cards used with 
the HEX::-4 StreamflON generator . '!he data oontrol card must be the first card and 
must be of the follONing format : 
Column 
1 - 2 
3 - 4 
Item 
'!he beginn:ing year of the rainfall data . 
e .g . 1970 would be 70 
'!he total nurtber of years of ra:infall data 




Q1ce the ra:in :index has been created. and the other data oollected. regres-
sions can be per foIlled to detennine pararreters of the demand equations . '!he 
Zellner' s "'!hree Stage Least Squares" program was used :in calculating the para-
rreter ,although any similar regression program would be satisfactory . 
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The regression models employed are : 
Domestic Demand = al + a2PCC + a 3RI + a 4s + aSPOP + a 6T + E 
Commercial Demand = a l + a 2
PCC + a 3
S + a 4POP +aST + E 
Industrial 
+ a 5 + 
3 
- a E + a T + E 
4 5 
+ E 
















= Municipal Price 
- Rain Index 
- Population 
- Employment 




DLmny variable for Seasonal variations 
Note that l.n the simulation , the dumny variable 5 is assigned a value of one (1) 
[ rail June through September and zero (0) otherwise . The time period , h::lwever , is 
not an absolute for it depends on the local conditions of the area under simula-
tion . The nonths in which 5 = 1 should be determined fran examination of the data 
and by krDwledge of the area . 
For cities in which demand cannot be calculated by secto~ a single regression 
equation can replace the 5 coll(XJnents of demand now used . If the total demand 
does not include system losses these must be incorporated either as a separate 
sector of demand or percentage increase in the single demand equation . 
The user is encouraged to use any demand models which are appropriate . The 
resulting programming changes required are relatively minor . 
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calculation of the Mean & Standard Deviation of the Residuals 
This step 1S not necessary if the mean and standard deviation of the resid-
ua ls are provided by the regression program. If the selected program does not 
provide these statistics the program tll1SD (I\ppendix C) can be used to calculate 
these data . 
Before using the program, three parts must be progranrned . In part I , each 







Total number of observations for the 
dependent variable 
Total number of regression equations 
f ran C. 2 . 






In part II , format number 10 must be changed to reflect the format of the data 
used in the regresswns . Finally , part III must be progranrned to incorporate 
the regressi on equations and their estimated parameters . Each equation must be 
of the following general form : 
Y(I , J) = X(I , J) + aL*X(I , L) a+ ... a/X(I , K) . .. + ~*X(I , "I) 
Where Y(I , J) - the dependent variable for the J~~ regressi on equation 
X (I ,J) - t he constant for the Jth regression cquation 
a ' s - the estimated coefficients 
X (I , L) - the first independent variable 10 the Jth regresswn equation 
X(I,K) - the intermediate in dependent variables in the Jth regression 
equation 
X(I,N) = the last independent variable in the Jth regresswn equation . 
Once the progrannung changes have been made , the user employs the program 
by placing the data cards fran regressio n behind the program as shown below . 
• Program Ml\SD 
1-------~-" Data fran C. 2 
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M:xlifying Program TINKLE 
The results of the regressions and the calculation of the rrean and standard 
deviation of the residuals are both incoqx>rated in subroutine demand. The a's 
obtained for each demand equation must replace the existing a ' s in the program 
as follows : 






Replace Existing Numbers 
on card Number 





The new rreans must replace the existing numbers on card number 34 . (The 
order is D:tlestic , Ccmrercial , Industrial , Military , Mlmicipal) . Similarly, the 
new standard deviations must replace the existing ones on card number 35 . The 
order is the same as with the means . 
Finally , card 36 must be changed . On this card the variable IITC has been 
assigned a value of 264 . rITe is the cumulative tine in m:mths that has elapsed 
since the beginning rronth of the regression data and the rronth just prior to the 
first rronth that will be simulated . For exanple , if the regression data begun 
in 1960 :1 and ran through 1970:12 and the simulation is to begin in 1972 :1 , then 
the IITC should have a value of 132 . 
ornER (OPTIONAL) MJDIFICATIONS 
Incorpurating Additional Punched Output 
Additional punched output , for other variables , can be obtained by inserting 
additional fortran coding in subroutine OUTPUT between card number 427 and card 
number 428. The coding should be similar to that in the existing program. 
7 
• 
Changing the \~ater Quality Constant 
This constant can be changed by replacing the number 250 . 0 on card 36 of 
the subroutine DEMI\ND with the desired new constant. 
MACHINE DEPENDEm' MJDIFICATIONS 
Logical Unit Numbers for Peripheral Devices 
Since the logical uni t numbers may vary fran machine to machine , these 
can be modified to take o n different values by c hanging card number 30 in sub-
























Generated Stream Flows 
Intermediate SLream Flow Data 
Interrupt Messages 
I)se o f this program on any machine other than a CDC will require replacing 
the EOF functions . This function appears at three points j n the program. 
Routine Name Card NlIITIIx'r 
---
TlllKLE 46 & 47 
OUTPUl' 
32 & 33 
Each set of cards above has the general • IDf"l : 
READ (TAPE) list 
IF (IDF (T."PE)) 10 , 20 
where 20 is the next staterrent to be eX"·lIlC'd if un cnd-of-fi 1e (IXlr) 
is not encountereG., and 10 is thl' ~;t ~1tf' ( "1~ I rilt i s Lo )"'( ' f'xC'Cul('c i \oJh<."'n .'''In 
-





Each set of statarents must be replaced with a statarent of the following general 
form (or its equivalent) : 
READ (TAPE , END=10) list 
Clock arrl SDate Routines 
Subroutine INFO contains statellents to retrieve the t:irre of day and date 
V1a the CLOCK & SDATE routines. Since these are CDC supplied routines they must 
be changed in transferring to another c."'"puter systen. The fortran coding nec-
essary for transferring to an IBM 360 is included in the source listing of sub-
routine INFO. For other systens , contact the local systens programrer . 
RI\NF Function 
The RI\NF function 1S CDC ' s rarrlan number generator and appears on cards 
number 7 & 8 in subroutine RNORM . Both of these cards must be m:xlified to in-




CHANGING TIlE PAAANETERS : 
DATA CARD PREPARATION 
Introduction 
The information on t.he simulation run is provided by an input data deck . 
The deck consists of a series of card types . 
This section will outline the specifications for the title card and each 
of t he 12 types of data cards and provide a prin - out of a typical data set for 
each card . Part III will provide it blank printed format for each data card type 
which can be used to enter the information in aOInl suitable for key punching . 
Prepar ing the Da ta Cards 
The data card type is printed in the upper right hand corner of pach page 
of the manual to facilitate easy reference . each data card , with the exception 
of data card types I & II , has a mnemonic label to facilitate re loca lon of 
data cards that bc~ome out of sequence through handling . 
TITLE CARD 
The title card consists of any title punched in columns 1 thru n . '".,., 
ti tle need not be cente red and should ,gin in column 1 for the appropriate 
spaClng on th output. The title , along with the date , tim" oZ day , and page 
number , will appear on the first line of every page of output genC'ratcd . An 
example title follows : 
SAMP I.E 0Lr.'PU'l' 
----
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N S - - - - - - .. - .. . - - - - .. - -
1111111111222222222233313333334444444"44 555555555566666666667~:;7777778 
1234 5673901234567890123456739012345678901234 567890J 234567G'!0 123~ 5G789Cj ~ J~ 567890 
COLO!WlO SPRINGS ':lATER SuprLY SIMUlATION : TEST RUN 
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Data Card Type I 
PARAME:I'ERS 
This data card is prepared as foll<MS : beginning in =lumn 2 punch a 
dollar sign ($) imrediately followed by the word PARAM . In the remaining 
• 
columns on the card , anyone of the variable naIT'eS is punched followed by an 
equals sign (= ) , the value that the variable naIT'e is to be set at , and a 
calilid ( , ) . This is repeated for each variable naIT'e wtX>se preset value is not 
the desired one . If one card is not sufficient for all the entries , then a 
se=nd or rrore cards are punched . Column 1 must be left blank. In addition , 
an entry must be calpleted on a single card , that is , each entry should fit in 
the available space on the card or not be started on .that card. The general 
form of this card is --
$PI\RIIM VARIABLE NIIME 1=9 , VARIABLE NIIME 2=9 . 99 , VARIABLE NIIME J=99 . 9 , $ 
The last entry must be followed by a dollar sign ($) . 
My subset of the variable naIT'eS found on the next page may appear on the 
card and they may be arranged in any order . The entries may begin or end in 
any column except column 1 , i . e . the format 1S seni- free . Figures 1 through 6 
list the parameters , the preset value assigned to each, the restrictions on the 




Dill Can! T,,,, l. 
ITEM VARIABLE DESC~I~IDII ruEII V UE COIIIENTS 
TIME NYRPRJ NUMBER OF YEAtn IN SIMULATION 50 maximum 01 50 ,rs 
YRST SIMUL"IlTION BEGINS IN 1972 
STREAMS NOSTA TOTAL NUMBER OF STREAMS 30 maximum of 40 
NSTA BEGINNING NUMBER OF STREAMS 28 5 NOSTA 
YR HISTORICAL DATA BEGINS IN 0 Sot RlStrlctlon l. 
IYR NUMBER OF YEARS OF HISTORICAL DATA 10 
SKIP NUMBER OF YEARS OF STREAM DATA SKIP 0 !: 50- NYRPRJ 
RESTRICTIONS 
1. The bel iMinc year tor historical data must be specified. 
Fil"" 2 o.u C.d T"" l. 
PARAMETER LIST 
ITEII YARIABLE DESCRIPTION PRESENT COMMENTS VALUE 
RESERVOIR LEAK LEAKAGE CONSTANT 10 .0 C.F.S. 
RLMAX MAXIMUM CAPACITY 125614.0 A.F.l IIONTH 
RCPL CONSERVATION POOL LEVEL 3325.0 A.F.I MONTH 
RLEVEL CURRENT LEYEL 66743.0 A.F.I MONTH 
PLEVEL PREVIOUS LEVEL 65704 .0 A.F.I MONTH 
RLOCAL LOCAL lATER LEVEL 33371 .5 A.F.I MONTH 
IQR CURRENT lATER QUALITY 70.0 P.P.M. 
PROBL PROBABILITY LIMIT FOR EXPANSION 0.7 
EXPL RESERVOIR LEVEL FOR EXPANSION 0.0 A.F.l IIDNTH 
EXPR STORAGE FACTOR RATIO FOR EXPANSION 0.0 A.F.I MONTH 
Fieu,e 3 
PARAMETER LIST Oata Card Type I. 
ITEM VARIABLE DESCRI PTiON PRESENT VALUE 
COMMENTS 
RECYCLE OPTNI RECYCLE ( O=NO , I=YES) I See Restrictions 2 and 3 
RECYCL STARTING POSITION I -1= Manual on 
0=011 
+1=Auto On 
RRON RECYCLE ON LEVEL 30000.0 A.F. 'Month 
RROFF RECYCLE OFF LEVEL 41667 .0 A.F ./Month 
PLANS NOFILE NUMBER OF PLANNING FILES 0 
RESTRICTIONS 
2. If OPTNI =0. then the remaining entries for recycling are ignored, also OPTN 2 must 
equal zero (0). 
3. II OPTNI =1. then NODS must be nonzero (>0) and data card t,pe VII must be 



















FI, ... 4 
PARAMETER LIST 
DESCRIPTION 




DEMANDS NODS NUMBER OF DISTRIBUTION SUBDIVISION 0 See Restriction 3 and 
NOCD NUMBER OF STANBY DEMANDS 0 SII Restriction 4 
EG GROWTH RATE OF EMPLOYMENT 0.0045 Monlhly R.t. 
PG GROWTH RATE OF POPULATION 0.0045 Monthly R.t. 
EMPLOY STARTING EMPLOYMENT mon 
POP STARTING POPULATION 150000.0 
PRICED STARTING PRICE, DOMESTIC AND COMM. 0.717 $11000 Gallons 
PRICEI 'STARTING PRICE , INDUSTRIAL 0.400 $11000 Gallons 
PRICEM STARTING PRICE , MILITARY 0.000 $;1000 Gal/ons 
PRICEC STARTING PRICE , MUNICIPAl' 0.000 $11000 Gallons 
PRICEN STARTING PRICE, NON-POTABLE 0.270 $11000 Gallons 
DPRIDC SUMMER PRICE INCREASE , DOM , COM. \.000 
DPRII SUMMER PRICE INCREASE, INDUSTRIAL I DE FCC DEFLATOR, CONSTRUCTION COSTS \.000 ~ 1.0 
DEFOMC DEFLATOR, OPER ., MAIN . COSTS \.000 !: 1.0 
RESTRICTIONS 
3. II OPTHL=I, then NODS must be nw •• (>0) and dolo coni type VII must be 
included in the data deck . 
4. If either NODS 01 HOCD are zero (O), then data card I,,,, VII and VIII respectively 
















TREAT EFFLUENT 10' NO. l ; 'ES) 
RECYCLE ITIERRATION LIMIT 
PfiOCESS TYPE, LEVEL 2 
PROCESS TYPE LEVEL 3 
PERCENT DEMAND RETURNED, lEVEL 1-
PERCENT DEMAND RETURNED , LEVEL 2 
PERCENT DEMAND RETURNED, LEVEL 3 
PERCENT DEMAND RETURNED, LEVEL • 
PERCENT LOSS, COAG SED 
PERCENT LOSS, FILTRATION 
PERCENT LOSS, G CARS.A, 













OOlita C.d Type 1. 
COMMENTS 
See Restriction 2. 
See Resb iction 5 'Inc! Code . 





!! 0.0 blll::!l.O 
!! 0,00 butcl.O 
!! O.OJ blll: ... l.0 
!! 0.00 bul.cl.O 
RESTRICTIONS 
COOE 
2. II OPTNl=O, then tile rem~in i nl entr ies 101 rKyc1inc on jlnoled, also OPTN 2 must 
equal lero (0). 
5. II less than" leyels of AWT are desired, then the unwanted fuels must be removed 
110m the fina l level (lent J) by speci fy inl a code ~ 5. 






TRE Ar . EII T PR OCE~S TY PE 
CU l uhl i aft • hd i.ullt iu 
F Ilt ll tlon 
G.uti l id Cut .. Ab ur,t ... 
Ac l"Ut d Sld l ' 

























INTEREST RATE 1. 
INTEREST RATE 1. 
INTEREST RATE 3. • 
INTERMEDIATE DATA , STREAM NET FLOW 
FREQUENCY OF IDSNQ PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE II PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE III PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE IV PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE V PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE VI PR INTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE VII PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE VIII PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE IX PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE X PRINTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE XI PR INTOUT 
DATA CARD TYPE XII PRINTOUT 
PUNCH DATA FOR GRAPH PROG1AM 
0.1. Card Typ. 1 
PRESENT COMMENTS 
VALUE 
0.040 < 1.0 
0.06\ < 1.0 
0.1110 < 1.0 
0 O=No l=Yes 
\ Every five years 











0 O=No l=Yt!s See Re s. 6 
6. The Rraph output consists of one observat ion lor each year of the simulation tor 
each 01 the followine : 
Population 
Employmenl 
Per capita water use: Domestic 
Per capita water use: Commercial 
Percent capacity of reservoir 
Ral1k 01 flows 
.14 
• 
Data card Type I 
SAMPLE otrJ'Pllr 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
$PAAAM NOSTA-29 , NSTl\~27 , YR=1962 , REX:YCL=-1, RR:N=41667. 0, NOFILE=3, 
NODS=17, NOCD=4 , LDRl=0.75, LDR2=0.75, LDR3=0 . 75, LDR4=0.75, LL(1)=4*0 . 03, 
OCII=O, OCIII=O , OCrv=O, CCV=O, OCVII=O, OCVIII=O, OCIX=O, ==0, ==0 , 
=II=O$ 
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Data Car d Type II 
STREAM FLOW CONSTRAINT DATA 
Data Ca r d II is used to adjust the amount of water provided 
to the system from any stream . The flow of a str eam i s reduced by : 
1 . The capacity of the divers i on works (pipe l ine constrain t ) . 
2 . The application of wate r rights . These can be varied by 
seasons . The t e rm cut i s used to i nd i cate a righ t to 
water . I n terveni ng rights to t he f l ow of t he stream can 
be programmed using minimum a nd max imum e n t i t l eme nts . 
ITEM 
1-3 Station Number 999 
4-23 Stream Name MaxiJTum of 20 characters 
24 Type of Water 9 1 for local 
2 for ;"lifXJrt 
25 NuIIber of CUts 9 MaxiJTum of 3 
26-31 Pipeline Constraint 999.99 C.F.S. - If left blank, 999.99 C.F. 
is assumed. 
32 Blank 
33-34 Beginning r-Dnth, Season 1 99 If left blank, 1 is asSUIW 
35-36 Ending I'bnth, Season 1 99 If left blank, 12 is asSUlied 
37-42 Min. C.F.S., CUt 1 999.99 
43-48 Max. C.F.S. , CUt 1 999.99 If left blank, 999.99 is assulled 
49-50 Beginning r-Dnth, Season 2 99 If left blank, 1 is asSUled 
51-52 Ending foDnth, Season 2 99 If left blank, 12 is assuled 
53-58 Min. C.F.S. , CUt 2 999.99 
59-64 Max. C.F.S., CUt 2 999.99 If left blank, 999 . 99 is asSUled 
65-66 Beginning r-Dnth, Season 3 99 If left blank, 1 is assumed 
67-68 Ending r-Dnth, Season 3 99 If l e f t blank, 12 is assunal. 
69-74 Min. C.F.S., CUt 3 999.99 




Data card Type II 
Restrictions : 
1 . There must be one data card for each stream that begins in 
the simulation and one data card for each stream that may be 
added during the simulation . In all there must be NOSTA 
cards (see data card type I) . 
2 . The order in which the data cards are arranged must correspond 
to the order i n which the generated stream flows are written 
on Tape 1 . This order must be preserved through data card 
type IV . 
3 . If it is desired to cut off a stream flow during a particular 
season , then the mln . C. F.S. would be 999 . 99 and the max. C. F . S . 
should be left blank (see Sheep Creek in the example) . 
4. If no seasonal cut 15 desi red , t he n the beginning month , season 
1) must be ~ct at L anc1 the endi ng month on the las cut must be set at 12 . 
(See North Casmde Creek l~ he I'xarJo]e) . 
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Dat a Card Type II 
SAJlIPLE CXJI'PUf 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C OL U M N 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789C1234567890 
152l.rnER FCXJNTAIN 11 
149SOl1lli OIEYENNE CREEK11 48 . 00 
147NORI'H OIEYENNE CREEKl1 70 . 00 
154l.O>lER = CREEK 11 
11lNORI'H CATJ\MJUNT d<EE11 
113SOl1rn CATAM:X.Nl' CREEl 1 
l1SCRYSTAL CREEK 12 
117NORI'H CASCADE CREEK 13 
11BSOl1lli CASCADE CREEK 11 
120FRENCII CREEK 11 
12900EHMER CREEK 11 15 . 00 
13OLITIU: BFAVER 12 
132MIDDLE BFAVER 11 
141CABLN CREEK 13 
146BFAR CREEK 11 
136WINDY CREEK 11 
138MAIN = CREEK 11 
139LlCN CREEK 11 
14OSHEe:P CREEK 13 
142SO!Jll! = CREEK 11 
143WILI.CW CREEK 11 
156M:NI'E-cRlSTO DIVERS 23 
159BEMROSE-HOOSIER DIV 23 
173SOl1lli PLI\TI'E MIDDlE 23 
166BLUE RIVER Nr BREX:K 23 
16lMX:tiLI.C.U]l DIVERSLO 23 
144101ESTAKE CREEK OOLD23 
153EAGlE RIVER Nr RED C23 
167= CREEK NR MINT 23 
0. 00 63 . 04 
0. 50 
0. 00 41.91 
0. 00 19 . 49 
0. 00 15 . 43 15 . 83 19 . 89 
0105 1 . 00 6. 930609 2. 00 7. 931012 1 . 00 6. 93 
0. 00 50 . 25 
2. 82 
0. 00 2. 50 3. 77 
0103999 . 99 0. 000410 0 . 00 3.131112999 . 99 0 . 00 
0. 00 37 .94 
0103999 . 99 0. 000410 0. 00 1112999.99 0. 00 
0104999 . 99 0. 000510 0. 00 1112999 . 99 0. 00 
0104999 . 99 0. 000510 0.00 1112999 . 99 0.00 
0104999 . 99 0. 000508210 . 00240 . 00 0912999 . 99 0. 00 
0104999 . 99 0. 000508 0. 00 0912999 . 99 0. 00 
0104999 . 99 0. 000510 0 . 00 1112999 . 99 0.00 
0103999 . 99 0. 000408 0912999 . 99 0. 00 
0103999 . 99 0. 000408 8. 00238 . 00 0912999.99 0 










Data card Type III 
HI S'IDRICAL ANNUAL STREAl-lFI.(R] D1\TA 
Data card III is used to provide the historical data on streamflows . The 
sample data l ists 9 years of flows . The number of years is not critical but 
data must be included for all streams for each year of historical data used . 
CDllJIoN I'.rEM FO~ CXM1ENI'S 
1-4 HIsr 
S-8 Station NIri>er 999 
9-16 Annual Stream Flow, Year 1 99999.99 C.F.S. 
17-24 , Year 2 
2S-32 , Year 3 
33-40 , Year 4 
41-48 , Year 5 
49-56 , Year 6 
57-64 , Year 7 
6S-72 , Year 8 
73-80 Annual Stream Flow, Year 9 99999.99 C.F.S. 
Restrictions : 
1. There nust be one data card for each stream that begins in the s inu1ation 
and one data card f or each stream that may be added during the sinulation . 
If nore than nine (9) years of historical data are to be provided, then 
IYR/9 data cards rrust be provided for each stream. 
2. The order of the data cards is as follCMS: data cards for the first nine 
years are arranged to correspcul to the order in which the generated stream 
flCMS are written on tape 1. The same thing is done f or the second nine 
years and placed behind the first nine years. This is repeated for each 
group of nine years. 
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SAMPLE OUTPllr Data card Type III 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
HIST 152 9. 25 7. 08 7. 58 20 . 50 10 . 67 10 . 00 12 . 83 13.33 14.16 
HIST 149 00 . 00 00 . 00 00 . 00 00 . 00 00 . 00 00 . 00 25 . 38 31. 84 54.23 
HIST 147 2. 67 4. 42 5. 50 5. 42 3. 75 4. 25 3. 75 4.75 4.25 
HIST 154 . 42 . 42 1.08 1.25 . 92 . 67 1.17 1.33 1.42 
HIST 111 0. 80 0. 45 0. 83 1.69 . 42 .63 . 61 1.71 1.40 
HIST 113 1. 34 1. 22 1.50 2. 94 1. 59 2.05 2.11 3.18 2. 86 
HIST 115 . 60 . 31 . 71 1.26 . 62 .72 .68 1. 38 1.09 
HIST 117 . 95 .46 . 54 1.07 . 87 .97 1. 08 1.60 1.43 
HIST 118 1.40 1. 26 1.24 1.88 1. 51 1. 78 1. 81 2. 26 2.03 
HIST 120 . 58 . 99 . 68 4.85 1.98 3. 02 3. 14 4. 70 4.13 
HIST 129 41.07 29.18 47 . 02 95 . 18 37 .10 40 . 45 68 . 43 85 . 78 81.99 
HIST 130 . 31 . 78 . 69 . 75 . 41 . 28 1. 21 . 25 .10 
HIST 132 2. 86 1.07 1.13 5. 00 1.43 1. 45 1.82 5. 94 5. 69 
HIST 141 . 53 . 36 . 82 2.08 . 83 . 92 1.08 1.63 1. 39 
HIST 146 1.24 1. 33 1.16 2. 57 1.31 1.80 1.69 2. 22 2.18 
HIST 136 . 25 .15 . 10 . 28 . 06 . 20 . 21 .14 . 14 
HIST 138 1.64 1. 24 1. 57 2. 70 1. 90 1.86 1.83 2. 22 1.99 
HIST 139 . 58 . 46 . 72 1. 43 . 81 . 69 . 86 1. 04 1.03 
HIST 140 . 13 . 09 . 18 .74 . 28 . 21 . 31 .49 .42 
HIST 142 . 68 .64 . 73 1.66 1.03 1. 75 1.46 1.63 1. 35 
HIST 143 .27 . 22 . 21 .49 . 24 . 23 . 20 . 32 . 34 
HIST 156 5. 75 4. 92 4.17 3. 83 4. 83 6. 58 6. 91 5. 92 4.33 
HIST 159 2. 50 . 92 2. 08 1. 75 1. 00 1.67 2.42 1.75 1.67 
HIST 173 80 . 00 347 . 33 89 . 08 88 . 17 177.67 93.75 75 . 08 72 . 50 76 . 50 
HIST 166 64 . 83 44 . 08 52 . 00 47 . 92 46 . 33 45.58 54. 50 45.17 47 .08 
HIST 161 6. 92 6. 58 4. 59 4 . 67 3. 42 5. 58 5. 92 4.83 4. 42 
HIST 144 79 . 41 52 . 75 63. 75 76 . 75 34. 83 63 . 33 71.50 67.50 60 . 75 
HIST 153 50 . 90 23 . 25 30 . 58 49 . 92 20 . 33 33 .16 41. 25 26.75 32.67 












Data card 'l}Ipe IV 
RESERVOIR LOSSES DlITI\ 
This da ta card is used to specify outflow r equired fran a resel:VOlr to maintain 
minimum stream level s . These are specified rronthly for each stream which may be 
used ill the simulation . The use of this card should not be confused with data 
card II which can be set to pass a minimum flow before any water is diverted . The 
diffa"ence is that in using data card II , minimum streamflows may not be main-
tained if the streamflow for any rronth is less than the required minimum flow 
whereas it will always be maintained by release fran storage if data card IV is 
used . The card should be selected which will simulate the condition appropriate 
for the specific stream. 
1-4 RESV 
&-8 Blank 






























1. This restriction is the same as restriction no. 1 data card type II. 
2. This restriction is the same as restriction no. 2 data card type II. 
3. It should be noted that, although the data is in C.F .S., the program will 
convert it to A. F. per m:>nth. 
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Data Card Type> IV 
SAMPLE .OOl'PtJI' 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0 . 00 0 .00 0.00 0 . 00 0. 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0.00 0 . 00 
RESV 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RESV 0. 00 0.00 0 .00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 
RESV 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0 .00 0. 75 0 .75 0. 75 0 . 75 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
RESV 0 .00 0.00 0 . 00 0 .00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 
RESV 0. 00 0 .00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 
RESV 0.00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 1.20 1.20 1.20 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 
Rl'.SV 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0 .00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 
RESV 0 .00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
RESV 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 .00 0 . 00 0.00 0. 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 
RESV 0.00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0. 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0. 00 0 . 00 
RESV 0.00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 
RESV 0.00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
RESV 0 .00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 0 . 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 . 00 0. 00 0 . 00 0.00 0. 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0.00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0.0 6 . 64 11 . 00 12 . 00 12 . 00 8 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0. 00 
RESV 0.00 0.00 0.0 1.68 3. 50 4.00 4.00 2. 78 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 0 . 00 






Data Card Type v 
SAMPLE anwr 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N 5 - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.005 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.00 0.00 
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Data Card Type V 
RESERVOIR EVAPORATION DATA 
Evaporation expre ssed a s a percentage l oss o f the tot a l wa t er ~n s t o r age 1S 
set nonthly . 
ODll.Ml l"1~ FO!lMI\T CXM1ENI'S 
1-4 EVAP 
5-8 Blank 
9- 14 Reservoir Evaporation Constant , Jan 9 . 9999 
15-20 , Feb T 
21- 26 , Mar 
27- 32 , Apr 
33- 38 , May 
39-44 , June 
45-50 , July 
51- 56 , Aug 
57- 62 , Sept 
63- 68 , Oct 
69-74 , Nov 
, v ,v 
75-80 Reservoir EvaIX'ration Constant, Dec 9 . 9999 
Restrictions : 
1. The reservoir evaporation cons tant is a number between zero (0) and one (1) 
that represents the proportion of the total volume of the reservoir which 
evaporates during the given nonth . 
2. Only one (1) of these cards i s r equired for the constants are aSstDll lro to be 
the same for each year of the stmulation . 
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Data card Type VI 
PlANNING DATA 
The plarming data card is used to change any of the elerrents of the system 
fLOIII its initial state at the start of the simulation. The use of this data card 
can pIovide exceptional flexibil ity to the user. Some experimentation will extend 
the usefulness of the files . For example, file 1 is normally used to add a new 
reservoir and to respecify new levels to control recycling. If only a new re-
cycle level is desired , the reservoir addition is made but the additional capacity 




6-7 File Number 
8 Blank 
9-11 Plan Number 
12 Blank 
13-15 Time at which the plan is 
to be initiated 
16 Blank 
17-19 Lag Time Until the completion 
of the Plan 
20 Blank 
21-23 COde for this File 
24 Blank 
2!;-30 Attribute 1 
31 Blank 
32-37 Attribute 2 
38 Blank 
39-44 Attribute 3 










- File Number, First card (Nothing in 
Cols 8- 80) 
+File Nurrtler, InteLJtelj ate cards 
0, Last card (Nothing in Cols 8- 80) 
Identifying Number for Users Convenience 
In Cumulative Months, If File No.5, Zero 
In Months , File 5 only. 
See Table 1 
See Table 1 
See Table 1 
See Table 1 
Data Card "'yJ."'C I'T 
Restrictions: 
1. File Number 1. This file contains only plans for stream, reservoH, well o r 
project expansion; or future implementation of recycling that 
1S currently scheduled for culpletion regardless of need 
or appropriateness . In addition , the pr ovision has been 
made for the fixed and variabl e costs associated with each 
type of expansion . Every e ntry i n this file must not have 
a lag time . The codes and attributes are listed in Table 1 . 
2. File NLllber 2. This file ccntains plans for increasing the value of the oonstant 
in the iIrlustrial denand for water equation in order to inoorpor-
ate =ntinuoos standby danands for industrial use that IIllSt be 
supplied fran reservoir water (AWl' level Number 0) when re-
cycling is not anplayed. Every entry in this file IIllSt have 
a lag tine of zero. The codes and attributes are listed in 
Table 1. 
3. File Number 3 . This file contains plans for changing the distribution data 
for recycling during periods of water restriction and for in-
creasing and/or adding to the ccntinuoos stardby denands for 
recycled water. Once again the lag tine I11Jst be zero. The 
codes and attributes are listed in Table 1. 
4. File Number 4. This file contains plans for changing the values of certain 
iIrlependent variables in the denand for water eguations, 
narrely, darestic/ willercial price (PRICED), iIrlustrial price 
(PRICEI) , military price (PRICEM) , municipal price (PRI=) , 
non- potable price (PRICEN) , anploynent growth r ate (EG) , 
and population growth rate (PG) . The l ag tine ITLIst be zero 
and the prices are in dollars per thousand gallons . The codes 







Data Card Type VI 
5. File Nunber 5 . This file contains plans for stream, reservoir, well, or 
project expansions that are to be irople,ented when the need 
arises or decisions dictate that it is appropriate . As in 
• 
File Nunber 1, the associated fixed and variable costs lI'ay 
be included if any exist.. There rtnlst be a lag tirre and there 
rtnlst not be a begin tirre (cols. 13-15 ImlSt be blank except for 
the following special case : when rrore than one event is to 
be iroplenented at the sarre point :l11 tirre , sane positive durnny 
number, such as 808, rtnlst appear :l11 the colUllU1s for the begin 
tirre to indicate that another event rtnlst also occur. For 
exanple , if both a stream and a reservoir are to be brought 
in at the sarre tirre , then the begin tirre for the stream would 
be 888 while the begin tirre for the reservoir would be blank . ) 
The codes and attributes are the sarre as file no . 1 (except 
code 5) and are listed in Table 1. 
6 . File Nunber 6. This file is reserved for future use and is of the same type 
as File Nunber 5 . 
7. In preparing the data cards for this section , the cards in files number 1 thru 
4 rtnlst be arranged low value first based on the begin tirre (col. 13-15). File 
Number 5 should be arranged low value first based on the plan number (col. 9- 11) . 
8. The plan will be iroplenented at the end of the rronth specified. For exanple, 
if a begin tirre of 11 is specified, then the plan is irople,ented at the end of 
the 11th nonth and in effect at the first of the 12th rronth . The only excep-
tion is File 2, where plans are iroplenented at the beginning of the rronth 
specified . 
Da ta card Ty"e VI 
This data card and data cards Type VII and VIII may requlre user numbers and/or 
M/rr l eve l numbers . The s e numbers and the users and Avrr l evel they repr e sent are 













lMr Level N State of lMr 
0 None 
1 1 Stage of lMr 
2 2 Stages of lMr 
3 3 Stages of lMr 





















Data card Type VI 
1 
~05fiE l\Tl'RIBUl'E 1 ATI'RIIIJl'E 2 l\Tl'RIBUl'E 3 
1 1 Nunber of McH tional Nothing Nothing 
Streams 
2 III ,~, . 
in ~~~ .7:: .!:.~le on Level I 7:: Recycle ~r,; Level ~ A.F. 
3 ~~,~~~;n M<jjti~~l F1~ Nothing A.F. n 
Additional P~j, 4 M:mth Change is to Nothing 
take Place "(1-12) F1~ in A.F. / 
5 New Value for New Value ,;,o r ~ New Value for RR)~ 
OPIN1 
6 I ~~'~I; Fix"';;f <y-'ts ~tream~.~~iab1e Cost Nothing 
7 Reservoir: Fixed Costs IEservoir: Variable Nothing 
in Millions of $ COst $ A.F. x 100 
8 Wells: Fixed C~ts ~llS: /.':.i :hi~o Costs Nothing in Millions of 
9 I PLO~;';'~~~ S COsts =~~~~ Nothing 
2 1 3 An'o..mt of increase in Nothing 
'=;tand-by 
. .(;~ 
3 1 User Nunber PWr Level NUrber New Percentage x 1000 
2 User NUrber PWr Level Nunber Additional continuous 
Standby llsMnd in 1oI;/llAY 
x 100 
3 User Nunber PWr Level Nunber I ii:..;:;nti~tandby . x , nn
4 1 New PRICED (1llIEstic) Nothing Nothing 
x 1000 
2 New PRICEI1) x ' Nothing Nothing 
3 I ;;e;' PRICEM (Military) Nothing Nothing 
4 New PRI= (M.Jnicipal) Nothing . Nothing 
x 1000 
5 New PRIO::;: ,(Non Nothing Nothing 
6 New EX; (ElTployment) Nothing Nothing 
~1 
7 New PG (Pop..tlation) Nothing Nothing 
x 10000 
5 Is as san.. as File NUrber 1 Sarre as File Nunber 1 Sarre as File NUrber 1 
h'i1o No.1 
6 - Peservecl for Future Reserv<rl for Future ReseIved for Future 




Data Card Type VI 
I 
SAf>1PIE OUTPUT 




PLAN 01 102 011 4 1 600 
PLAN 01 102 011 4 2 700 I PLAN 01 102 011 4 3 700 
PLAN 01 102 011 4 4 850 
PLAN 01 102 011 4 5 850 I PLAN 01 102 011 4 6 900 PLAN 01 102 011 4 7 1000 
PLAN 01 102 011 4 8 1100 
PLAN 01 102 011 4 9 1100 I PLAN 01 102 011 4 10 900 
PLAN 01 102 011 4 11 800 
PLAN 01 102 011 4 12 700 
I PLAN 01 103 065 1 1 PLAN 01 105 095 1 1 
PLAN 01 106 095 2 41755 35000 44000 
PLAN 01 104 179 4 1 600 I PLAN 01 104 179 4 2 700 PLAN 01 104 179 4 3 700 
PLAN 01 104 179 4 4 700 
PLAN 01 104 179 4 5 850 I PLAN 01 104 179 4 6 900 
PLAN 01 104 179 4 7 1000 
PLAN 01 104 179 4 8 1100 I PLAN 01 104 179 4 9 1100 PLAN 01 104 179 4 10 900 
PLAN 01 104 179 4 11 800 
PLAN 01 104 179 4 12 700 I PLAN 0 PLAN -3 
PLAN 03 301 065 2 5 1 2 I PLAN 03 302 095 2 5 1 4 PLAN 03 303 144 2 5 1 5 
PLAN 0 
PLAN -4 
PLAN 04 401 024 1 50000 
PLAN 04 402 024 2 45000 
PLAN 04 404 072 1 60000 
PLAN 04 405 072 2 50555 
PLAN 04 406 072 4 17000 
PLAN 04 407 108 1 70000 
PLAN 04 408 108 2 60000 
PLAN 04 409 108 4 20000 
PLAN 04 410 144 1 80000 




Data card Type VII 
TAR!.E 2 
, 
Aggregate lJEman:ls %s~ied FLail ltMr !.evel Total for Water~- 0 1 2 3 4 
l. Danestic Users 0.77 0.23 l.00 
2. canrercial Users 0.77 0.05 0.18 l.00 
3. Industrial Users 0.25 0.30 0.15 0.30 l.00 
4. Military Users 0.65 0.10 0.25 l.00 
5. M.micipal Users 0.20 0.50 0.10 0.10 0.10 l.00 
UOOer nonnal oonditions all five (5) dsnarrls, except for continuous staIXly 
deman'ls, """,ld be supplied fran lMr level 0 water. Ha.ever, when the reservoir 
drops below the recycle on level (RIm), a shortage in supply exists azrl drainage 
on the reservoir can be lessened by taking less water fran the reservoir (lMr 
level 0) azrl making up the deficit in danarrl by supplying users with recycled water. 
TIrus, a decision ITUSt be made as to what percentage of each user's aggregate danarrl 
will be supplied fran which lMr level; hence the p..!LFOse of this data i.n[:>lt. 
'llrus , Table 2 conveys that during periods of shortage in supply, 77% of the 
aggregate danarrl required by darestic users will be supplied fran l\Wl' level 0 
while 23% will be supplied fLUIt lMr level 4 azrl similarly f or the other user's. 
Also note that each row nust sum to one (l. 0), otherwise there will be un-
satisfi ed dsnarrls that will be lost. 
5. If ITOre than one data card is required, the ones that are =Ipletely filled 
with entries I1Ulst appear first in the order of arrangerrent. However, the 
order of the colpletely filled cards i s urilitportant but sore logical 
structure should be adopted to minimize confusion. 
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DISTRIBUTION DATA FOR RECYCLING 
DURING PERIODS OF WATER PESTRIcrION 
Data Card Type VII 
Data card VII is used t o provide the data on reuse fo r the simulation . Each 
sector of use which is to be supplied recycled water during periods whe n the 
reservoir level is l ow requires information on the quality of the reused ,vater 
and the percentage of reservoir water which will be r eplaced by r ecycled effl uent . 
(DUM< ~'1'EM ro_T <XM1ENI'S 
1- 4 DIST 
5-10 Bl anks 
11 Bl ank 
12 Water Danan:led by User No. 9 1, 2 , 3 ,4, or 5 
13 Bl ank 
14 Water Fran = Level No . 9 0 ,1, 2,3 , or 4 
15 Bl ank 
16- 20 Percentage of Total Water 9.999 ~ 1. 0 
Danan:led by User No . to be 
Supplied Fran = Level No . 
21 Blank 
22 Water Demmded by User No. 9 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 
23 Blank 
24 Water Fran = Level No . 9 0 ,1, 2 , 3, or 4 
25 Bl ank 
26- 30 Percentage of Total Water 9. 999 ~ 1. 0 
Danan:led by User No . to be 











72 Water Dananded by User No . 9 1, 2 , 3 ,4, or 5 
73 Bl ank 
74 Water Frail PWr level No . 9 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , or 4 
75 Bl ank 
76- 80 Percentage of Total Water 9. 999 .:s. 1. 0 
Dananded by User No . to be 
Supplied Fran = Level No . 
Restrictions : 
1. The appropriate user numbers and AWT level numbers employed aOOve , are 
described in the tables given under data card type VI . 
2 . The percentages may be any number ranging fran 0 . 0 to 1.0 inclusive . 
3 . The total number of sets of data (a set consists of a user number, an AWT l evel 
number and a percentage) must be specif i ed o n data card type I as NODS . 
4 . Since this data card may create sane confusion , the following explanation is in 













Da ta card Type VI I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
OIST 100.770140. 230200.770210 .050240.250 3 0 0. 250 3 1 0. 300 
OIST 3 3 0.150 3 4 0.300 4 0 0. 650 4 1 0.100 4 4 0. 250 5 0 0. 200 5 1 0. 500 
OIST 5 2 0.100 5 3 0.100 5 4 0.100 
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• 
CXJNl'INUOOS Sl'A.''IDBY lJEI-W-IDS 
FOR ROCYCl ED WI':I'ER DATA 
Data card Type VIII 
Data card VIII provides data on demands for reused water which are irrle pendent 
of r eservoi r l evel . 
COILMI I'I'EN FO_T CXMo1ENTS 
1-7 CllEMI\ND • 
8- 10 Bl anks 
11 Blank 
12 Water IJemarded by User No . 9 1, 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 
13 Blank 
14 Water fran AI>'!' Level No . 9 1 , 2 , 3 , or 4 
15 Bl ank 
16- 20 Arrount of Water Dananded m 999999 
M. G. /Day 
21 Blank 
22 Water Demanded by User No . 9 1 , 2 , 3 ,4, or 5 
23 Bl ank 
24 Water Fran PM"T Leve l No . 9 1 , 2 , 3 , or 4 
25 Blank 










72 Water Demanded bY User No . 9 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 
73 Bl ank 
74 Water fran l\I\T Level No . 9 1, 2, 3 , or 4 
75 Blank 
76-80 Arrount of Water Demanded • 999999 m 
M.G. /Day 
Restri cti ons : 
1. The appropria te user numbers and AINr level numbers employed aJ:ove , are de-
scribed i n the tables given under uata card type VI. Note , however , that 
NI{J: l evel 0 is meaningl ess for Lhis dala . 
2 . The puq:x:>se or tJlis data is to incorpor.:tte existing derrands for recycled \vater 
that is expected Lv remain at a constant level indefinit.ely or until sane future 
point in time . Changes in the initial levels of demand are by use of the nl anning 
file . Note also t..llat these demands are jn addition to the rronthlv ':f-"'f"and C'C'ua-
t i ons i n the prograr:t . 
3 . The total nl.llll.l:er or sets of data (a set consists of a user nurnber , an A\'lf Ipvcl 
nur,1l::er , and an arrount demanded) must he s?<,cified on data card type I as NOCD . 
4 . If more L,an one data card is required , then restriction 5 on data card type VII 








Da ta card Type VII I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 




Data card Type IX 
AVERAGE M:)NI'HLY RAINFALL DATA 
Data card IX provides information on average monthly rainfall . 
COLlMI .1.'lfM RlRMA.T a:t-MNI'S 
1-6 AAINAV 
7-8 Blanks 
9-14 Average Rainfall in Jan 99.999 Inches 












75-80 Average Rainfall in Dec 99.999 Inches 
Restrictions : 
1. The average monthly rainfall data should be calculated fran the sarre data 
that was used to construct the rain i ndex used in the regression equations 







I U Card 'l'/P' IX 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U" S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1111111111222222222233333333334444444444SSSSSSSS5S666666666677777777718 
12345618901234561890123456189012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234 7890 
.202 .243 .603 .821 1.452 2.254 2.855 2.037 1.438 .626 .419 .459 
37 
Data Card Type X 
M:lNTHLY AGRIOJL'IURE OEW\ND DATA 
Data card X 1S used to divert effluent before treatment. 
ITEM 
1- 6 AGRICL 
7-8 Blanks 
9-14 Agriculture Dem3nd, Jan 999999 Millions of Gallons/Day 
I' 
15-20 Feb 
21- 26 Mar 
27- 32 April 




57- 62 Sept 
63- 68 Oct 
69-74 Nov ,. 
75- 80 Agri culture Darand , Dec 999999 Millions of Gallons/Day 
Restrictions : 
1. The distribution of agriculture water demarrl is assured to remain constant for 











Data card 'l'jp:! X 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U M N S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
AGRICL o o o o o o o o o o o o 
39 
Data Card Type XI 
M:lmlIT..Y WEI J. FIrn DATA 
Well f lows by month at the beginning of the simulation are specified by use of 
data card XI. 
CDIUN ITEM FORM.l\T a:Jr.M:NrS 
1- 6 WEIJS 
7- 8 Blanks 
9-14 Well Flow for Jan 999999 A. F./)oDnth 
I r- ~ r 15-20 Feb 
21- 26 Mar 
27-32 April 
33- 38 May 
39-44 June 
45-50 Jul y 
51-56 Aug 
57- 62 Sept 
63- 68 Oct 
69-74 Nov 
, 
75-80 Well Flow for Dec 999999 A. F ./M:>nth 
Restrictions : 
1. This data is for initial flows only. Expansion of wells is aC<Xlllplished 
by use of the planning fil e . 
40 
Data Card Type XI 
SAMPLE 00l'Pl1I' 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - COL U H N S - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
111l1ll1112222222222333333333344444444 445555555555666666666677777777778 
12345678901234567890U34567890U3456789012345678901234567890U345678901234567890 
WEllS 2 2 3 5 9 9 9 6 3 3 2 2 
41 
I 
Data Card Type XII 
M:lm'HLY FLeWS FRCM WATER PROJEX:TS 
vlater fran sources such as federal projects i s specified by use of datil card XII. 
COL{.M; ITEM FO_T CXM1ENI'S 
1- 6 Pro:Jcr 
7- 8 Blanks 






33- 38 May 
39-44 June 
45-50 July 
51- 56 Aug 
57- 62 Sept 
63- 68 Oct 
69-74 1/ Nov 
75-80 FICMS FLan Proje::ts in Dec 999999 A.F . /M:>nth 
Restrictions : 
1. As with well fla.s, this data reflects flows f ran proj ects that are in 
effect at the beginning of the simllation. They too can be expanded by 

























o o o o o o o o o o o o 
43 
PhR!' III 
DATA CARD FORMATS 
These card formats can be used as a guide to data card preparation. 
Copies of these pages may be rrore convenient than conventional blank card 
formats. 
0 


























DATA CARD TYPE 1 
IslplAIRIAIMI 111111 III I I I I I I I I I I I II III III 111111111111111111111111 1111 111111 1111 III I 1111 





1 11111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111 11111 111 11 1111 1111111 
1 2 I t 5 6 1a'IO l l l ll]I ' IS1'1 1 111'M 2 1 12111' lSnl' n~ ~]IU1Jl' JS ~1'~M ~ ' 1'1 ' 1 '~'S ~'l q " ~5151S1 S' SS~ S' ~»~'1 '2 '1 "'S"~"" '01112 1 1 1 ' I S 1'1"1 1'~ 
1 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111 111 11 111 111 11 11 
1 2 1 , S , , • , 10 11 12 Il U IS 16 11 ]1 " 2G 11 21 2)20 51511 Zl1'J XllL Jl U ln S Ji 11 )I n .so (\ &2 &l U IS 4fi " " " ~ 51 51 SJ50 SS0 ISHHO 61 62 6J , a s" 6HU' 10 11 12 1) 11 a'''' " '910 
1 11 11111 111 111 11111111111111111111111111111 11 1111111111111111 11 11 1111 1 11 11111 111 
I 1 1 , S , , I , 10 11 12 Il U IS 16 11 111'29 11 2llJ 1' 15 X 21 1119 )Q 11 )1 JJ JI 15 J6 Jl J8 19 .\0 ' I &2 I) H ' 5 4' I ' '" I' SCI 51 SBJ 51 SS 56 51 U S, 60 61 '15H& 6HU1 q 69 10 1112 111' IS ' 6 11 II IUO 
1 111 111 111111111111111111111 111 111111111111111111111 111 1111 1111111 11111111111111 
1 2 1 4 5 6 ' 1 'I0 1 11 1IJ1& ISI61 111 1'2G1111 1]11 1S16 11 Z11'J XlJ I J1 1JJ4 lS Ji ),)ll'.\O ' 1' 2 ' 1 "'S "'I 'I " W S I ~1~ ) ~ 4 ~S6S'~~~61'1 ']'t 6S 66i' Q~ '0111113 ' 4 'SI"111"~ 
1 11111111111111[ 111111 1[ 111111111 11111111111111111111111[1111111[ 11111 11 111[1 111 




STREAM FLOW CONSTRAINT DATA 
DATA CARD TYPE Z 
111111111 1111111111111111111111I111111111111 111111111 11111 1111 1111 111111 11 111111 
I 1 3 t 5 , 1 • , 10 II IZ 13 1415 "I7 IIlUI 21 22 n 14 15 2'517 Zl ZUI JllllJ 341535 n ]I ),.0 41 U 4l'H.u541 41 f! SO 51 52 53" 55 K 51 SI SHO iii U 5HHHHI " " 70 11 71 11141515 711, 1,.0 
.. • • • CU T 1 CU T 2 CU T] 0. STRE AM NAM E ~ P I PEL I N E Z 0 0 0 0 
M I N C FS IMA. C FS 0 0 -. >- ~ CON STANT C • • MI N CFS MA li: C f' S • • • • N I N C F S "' ''X C FS '. J 0 C , 
• 0 a 0 0 0 Z ~ Z 0 7. • Z • • Z • • • • • • 
1111111111 111 11111111 1111111111 1' 1111 1111111111111111111111 111 1111111111111111111 
12) 4 5 'I a9101112131 'IS I 'lll' I' ~ 1122132' lsnn~~ ~ 3 1 )11) 34 1S K)I~H ~t l ' 2 ' J "'S~ 'l q ~SOSI51S1S4 ~~S'~S'~'1'1'lUU"U""10'1'1 IJ l " 51"1J'I'~ 
111 11 1111 1111 1111 11111 111111111 I 11111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1 23 4 5 ""IDII121)14 IS1'I J I' 1' ~ 2122212' 15~11~~~1112)Jl' nXJ'Wn~ '1 '1 '1 "'5 ~ """ S051515J ~ S$~51 ~5'~'1'2'1"""'IY"1011 12'J" 151'111"' • 
121 ' 5 ' 1 ' 9 1011 Il1114 15 I'll II 19lI11I 11 lJ24 lH'" ~)'WH~ '1'1 ' 1 " ' 5 ~ ' l q" SOSI52515' S$~51 ~~~'1'1'J"U"""" '01112'1" '51" 7"1'~ 
1111111 11 111 11111 111 11111 1111 111 11111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
121 4 5 ""LDII121)1' ISI'I'III'M21222J2' lS~1'~n~JIJ1)1)' JSKJ'Y n ~ '1'2 ' ) " ' S ~ ' ) ~ " ~SIS1S1 S' SS ~S' ~»"'1'1'J'4 U""Q" )O'1'111"'S)"1"" ~ 
1111 11111 1111111111111 111111111 I 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
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RESERVOIR LOSSES DATA 
DATA CARD TYPE 4 
\ 
IRIElslv_ I I I I I I I II II I I I I III I II II I II I I I III I I I I I I I I I I II II II II I I I II I I II II I II I I II I I I I 
I 2 1 4 5 , 1 a 9 16 11121lU U 16 17 1119 20 21 222124 25 2621 ZS 2'J lJ 11311110S Ji» ]I ]940 41 t2 H U 4S 46 n"" so 51 52 U 54 SSSHI ~ SHUI 52&HH!i" 61 611" 10 11 1213 14 IS 16 11 11 19 110 
~ 






1111 _ 111111 11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
121' 5 " s 9 LOll 12 uu IS 1611 18 n 2021 212114 15 2621 lS1'JJl ll llll U)S16l1 U119""1 t2&3U 4S4''',,'' SOS I S2S1S4 ~s,usaS"o&l'26H' 'S''''''''IO'I12111&n''111''UO 
1111 _ 111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111111111 111 
I z ) 4S6 1' 910111211IlLSt'1 111192011222114 1S26 21 lS2'JJl lIJ2 1114 1S JiJIJa19 ""1'2 ' 1 "'S46 '1 ""SO SIS1S1S'SS~SlSI~~'1'1 ']"""'1 " "'0 7112111 & 751&1111" 110 
1111 _ 111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1 2 l ' 5 5 / .'IOIIIZ I1I ' ISI611]11'20111111Z4 1S2611lS1'JJllI1111)4 1SJ6JI UJH", ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 "4S "'1 " '9 SOSISlS]S' SS s,s'saS'~'1'1'J "'S"""" 101 1121)/& 15"/111 / '110 
1111 _ 1111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
1 2 ] , 5 , 1 • 9 101112014 IS Ii 11111' 20 n 1l1Jl&1H& 11 281') lC Jill n 14 lS 161118 IHO &\ ' 1 &HH5" &I &8 '950 51 51 51S' 5Hona SH.o&l 516l6&&B&516U'J 10 11111) lOS 1" 1111910 
1111 _ 1111111111111111111111111111111 111111111 111111111111111111 111111111 11111 
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DATA CARD TYPE 6 
43 " ~ 51 Sl515' ~S 5651 sa 5'60'I625)6455 '6 U &8" 10 I I 1213 I' a 16111,'9 80 
o It \I: \I: 
_Z ZPLA N z B EG z L A G ATTR • ,. ATTR 2 Iz "TT R ) 
<II; N O « TI M E <II; TI M E W.J .J .J 






' 3 " 'S '6' 1 ~~~SISlSlS'SS~SI~S'60'1'2,),, ~"g&8~10111Z1)"15"'1 
I 2 1 , S , , I , 101111111& IS I' 111119 20 n 11111& lH611 2119 Ji l l )1)) 141S J6 JIll H 40 1\ &2 H II H ~""" so 51 51 SJ ~ 55 ~ n ~ 59 50 51 'Hl" 6HHI fIB" 10 II 11 Il 1& IS 1511 II ,,.0 
61'1 U 6S"" 6& " 10 /I 1213 14 15 I, 111819&0 
11) ' S 6 1 ., \01\ 111) U IU611111'201111Bl&1Hfil1l1l'JJllI 11 so 51 51 Sl 51 55 56 51 SI S9 60 61 51 U " 6HUI r.a " 10 'I 12 
I Z J ' S , , I' \01l111lItaI611111'1011112Jl&lH61111"'XllI11])]6)SJ6J1l11940 ' I&l nu&S"'I U &HOSI SlSlHSSS6S1S1S9505I6B16" S"'I&8" 10 111111 14 IS,,17"1980 
r ~ ~ - , 
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AVERAGE MONTHLY RAINFALL DATA 
DATA CARD TYPE 9 
\ 
IRIAI! INIAlv. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1 1 1 ~ S " I 9 1011 12 IJ II IS 1611111'1021 Z11Jl4 2H621 28 1U3 JJ J211 1C1Slfj11l1 1HI)t!t]UHU'" ' 4I"~SIS1Sn4SSS'SI~S'''''I'HH''H'''U6910'1121l ' ' 'S ''17111UO 
~ 
< 






MONTHLY AGRICULTURE DEMAND DATA 
DATA CARD TYPE 10 
IAIGIRl l lcIL. 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
I lJ IS' II"OllllLJI 'ISI'I"ll'mllnlJ~ n~l' ~n»llll l)~lS~ll."~ 1 1 11 ""'S ~'l q~MSIS1S1S'~~SI~~~'I"'J "~"DMO I" 1'11 l l ' 151""llt. 














M"RCH /II PRII .. 
"" 
JUNE JUL V 
~ 
Figure 20 
MONTHLY WELL FLOW DATA 
' UG SEQT 
-
II~n.lIUllJI ".11.n~ 1 1 1 1 1 ) 1'IS~"q~WSIS1~UH~S' KHY""~ 
'~AR : .. APP'L M" 
" 
JUL ~ ' uG SEP T 
Figure 21 
MONTHLY FLOWS FROM WATER PROJECTS 
oe' NOV OEe 
~
- ---
DATA CARD TYPE \I 
oe , NOV OEe 
DATA CARD TYPE 12 
~SlKS'Y'I"U~U"U"O"'I " 'l ' I 's~"'.n. 
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APPENDIXB 
During a sinulation, the execution of program TINKLE may be interrupted 
at varioos points for the purpose of ex>llecting assorte:l. information on the 
operation of the sinulaticn. An interrupt in the sinulation is initiated for 
one of three reasons: 
(a) To iIDicate that sene future event cx:>CUIre:l; e.g., a reservoir 
• 
expan5l.011. 
(b) To iIDicate that sore rare event cx:>CUIre:l; e.g., a spillage. 
(c) To iIDicate that sare disastrous event cx:>CUIred; e.g., an invalid 
danand rrodification request. 
Each interrupt that is encountere:l 111 the sinulation is store:l for print-
out at the conclusion of the sinulation. All of the a=mulated interrupts are 
printed follONing the last page of statistical tables produoe:l by the ncdel. 
Too printed output of inteJ:rupts consist of one line for each break in 
the sinulation. On each line, the follONing itens awear: 
(a) TOO cooulative tiIre in ITCnths at which the interrupt cx:>CUIre:l. 
(b) TOO calen:lar date at which the interrupt cx:>CUIre:l. 
(c) A rressage describing the cause of the interrupt. 
(d) The values for up to three pre-selecte:l variables. 
In the table below, a CXJtplete listing of interrupt cales, rressages, and variables 
whose values are returned are presented. Under each nUl1'bered heading appears 
the item or variable narre whose value will be returned with the rressage. If 
no variable narre appears under a n1.lnt>ererl heading, then the value printed at 
that positon will be zero. As an example, consider the follONing line fran an 
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interrupt print out. 
95 1979/11 105.00 95.00 0.00 
This rressage tells one that a new stream was adele:'! to the water systan in the 
95th CXIlSeCUtive IT'Ollth frait the beginning of the sinulatian or alternatively. 
in NovaTber of 1979 . By oonsulting the table below. \ole firo that the first 
number following the rressage (105.00) is the plan nutter the user assigne:'! to 
this stream addition when he prepare:'! data card type VI. The seccrxl nurrber 
following the rressage (95.00) is tirre in cunulative IT'Ollths at which this stream 
was to be ini tiate:'l (this nurrber was specifie:'! I::(f the user on data card type VI) • 
Finall y . our table indicates that the third rrurrber following this rressage (0.00) 
does not represent a physical quanity and therefore should be zero . 
INI'ERRJPl' <XlDES AND MESSIIGES 
CODE INl'ERRUPT MESSAGE -1- - 2- - 3-
1 SPTIJAGE RLEVEL SPILIAGE 
LEVEL BElCW CCNSERIIl\TICN PCOL RLEVEL R:PL 
3 RESERVOIR EMPTY RLEVEL 
4 PLAN FILE 5 EXHI\lJSTED 
5 IMPID1ENTATICN OF NEl'I STREAM <XM'LEl'ID PLAN NO Bffi. TIME 
6 IMPID1ENTATICN OF NEl'I RESERIIOIR CDMPLETED PLAN 00 Bffi. TIME RLEVEL 
7 IMPLEl-1ENI'ATICN OF NEl'I WELT. CDMPLETED M) NEl'IFLCW 
8 IMPLEl-1ENI'ATICN OF NEl'I P= <XM'LEl'ID ~[) NEl'IFLCW 
9 ru:x::YCLING IMPIa1ENl'ID OPml IUO/ RIDFF 
10 PEICENTAGE FATIrnNING EX( :gF:I JS LIMIT RATICN PRL 
11 LEVEIS 1 THR!J 4 SUM TO ZER) SUM 1- 4 
12 ITI'ERATICN LIMIT EXt :EFJ JED ORl OR2 OR3 
13 DISl'RIBUl'ICN ~IFICATICN IlEXlUEST INVALID USER NO AWl' L 00 % 
14 CD-STANDBY DEl-1AND ~IFICATICN REXlUEST USER 00 AWl' L 00 AID-D 
INIIALI!rA 
15 CD-STANDBY DEl-1AND ~IFICATICN IlEXlUEST NOCD 
INVALID-B 
16 INDUSTRIAL WJATICN CCNSTAm INCREASED PLAN NO CCNSTANT 
17 CD-STANDBY DEW\ND M)DIFIED AS SHOVN PLAN 00 INC DM'ID 





PICGIW! SORl' (INPIJI' ,aJ1'P\Jl' ,moPL, NniPL, 'I7\PE5=INPIJI', 'I7\PE6=aJI'P!1l' , 
"TAPE14=OUPL,'I7\PE15=NniPL) 
1Nrtlil':R Sl'A, YR, mPEl, TAPE2 
DIMENSION 5(600,30) ,Z(12) 
~ M,'I7\PEl,'I7\PE2/0,14,15/ 
READ(5,19) Nl,=,YR 
19 FOR-lAT (3H5) 
N2-Nl*12 
00 26 1-1,2 
00 23 STlI=l,OCb'l7\ 
00 18 K=l,Nl 
NS=l+12* (K-l) 
NF=NS+ll 




24 00 25 MD=1,12 
WRITE ('I7\PE2) (5 (M), STA) ,STlI=l, I'OSTA) 
25 CXNl'INUE 
26 CXNl'INUE 




00 30 1=1,2 
00 30 MD=1,N2 
_1 
IF (M .NE. 13) <Il 'IO 27 
~1 
'iR=YR+-l 
27 READ ('I7\PE2) (5 (M),STA) ,STA=l,l\UW\) 
IF(EOF('I7\PE2» 31,28 
28 WRI'l'E (6,29) YR,M,)5(M),STA) ,STlI=l,NCSrA) 
29 FOR-1AT(lX,14~/,12,15(lX,F6.l) ,/ax,15(lX,F6.l» 
30 CXNl'INUE 






PR:lGFAM RINIEX (INPl1I' ,CXJI'PUl', TAPE5=INPl1I', 'l7\PE6=aJl'P!11') 
REAL R(600) ,RBAR(12) 
mrtx::iER FYR, YR,MN 
DAXA RBAR/12*0.0/,ADV/0/ 
READ (5 , 20) FYR,NOYRS 
20 FORo\l\T (2I2) 
00 23 YR=1,NQ"iRS 
NS= (YR-1) *12+1 
~+ll 
READ(5,21) (R(I) ,I=NS ,NF) 
21 FORo\l\T (8X, 12F6 • 2) 






29 FORo\l\T(lHl ,//15X,2HMD,5X,10HMEAN RAIN, //) 
00 24 10=1,12 
RBAR (M» =RBAR (M» /NOYRS 




25 FORMAT(lH1 , //15X,5~,10X,10HRAlN INDEX, //) 
00 28 YR=l ,NOYRS 
RI=O.O 
NS=(YR-1) *12+1 
00 27 10=1 ,12 
J=NS+M>-l 
RI=RI+R(J)-RBAR(M» 
WRITE(6 , 26) FYR,M),RI 
































PKGRAM Ml\S0 (INPllr , 0!1I'Pl1I' ,TAPE5=INPllr ,TAPE6--(XJI'PUT) 
REAL X(240,20) ,Y (240 ,10) ,XBAR(10) ,SO(10) 




!Xl 15 I=I,NOBS 
READ(5,10) (X(I ,J) ,J=I,NIV) 
PARI' II: FORM1>.T FOR INPlJI' OA.TI>. 
10 FORM1>.T(10X , 7FI0 . 2,/10X ,2FI0 . 0,FI0.3,3FI0 . 0) 
PARI' III: ru:x.;ru:;ssION rouATIONS 
Y(I ,I)=X(I ,I)-(-3 . 05767-0. 00708403*X(I,6) - 0 . 559955*X(I ,10)+7.28339 
**X(I,II)+0.0000788865*X(I,9)+0.0047452"*X(I,12) -0.0286087*X (I,13» 
Y(I,2) X(I , 2) - (-4. 85623- 0 . 0586182*X(1 , 6)+1.04886*X(1,II)+0.0001455 
*38*X(I,9)-0.0405107*X(I,12» 
Y(I,3) X(1,3)-(1.08962-0 . 00550472*X(1 , 7)+0.520728*X(1,II) - 0.000201 
*889*X(I,8)+0.00767182*X(1,12» 
Y(1 , 4) X(1,4)-(0.283470+2.26120*X(I,II)+0 . 0200078*X(1,12» 
Y(I,5)=X(1,5)=(0.915658+0.0240205*X(1,12» 
15 <X.NTINUE 
!Xl 30 J=I,NEX) 





!Xl 40 J=I,NEX) 
!Xl 35 1=I ,NOBS 
SO(J)=SO(J)+(Y(1,J)-XBAR(J»**2 
35 CIJm'INUE 
SO (J)=SO (J)/(NOBS-l) 
so (J) =SORT (SO (J) ) 
40 <X.NTINUE 
WRITE (6,45) 
45 FORM1>.T (!HI) 
!Xl 55 1=I,NOBS 





60 FO~T(//10X,3HEQ.,7X,4HMEAN,12X,9~STO.DEV. ,I ) 
!Xl 70 J=I,1IDJ 
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TEMPORARY = 
NUMBER OF aNS=IVE t-rurHS OF INCREASED 
WETJ, FI..CM 
TEMPORARY = 
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10 
Jl\N() F'I.O'I, TO 'mE I>Wr CN JI\N. 1 M3/O 
KO ClNsr= FOR WATER r;}JIIJ.;I:N TI'ST 250 
IJ\B IABETS FOR !\WID TAmE 
LCD a:NI'INtXXJS lJEM\NDS, SUBSCRIPr OF DEM1\NlJ LEVEL 
IDISl' DISTRlIlUTICN, SUBSCRIPr OF DEM1\NlJ LEVEL 
IDRl-4 I.C6S, IN 'mE DEM1\NlJ RXl1'ES Nr LEVEL 1-4 
LEAK RESIVOR LEl\Kl\GE: ClNsr= CFS 10.0 
LL I.C6S, IN 'mE I>Wr Pro 'ESS Nr EAOI LEVEL 
LYR YEARS, FOR PRINl'CVI' 
MElIN MElIN OF 'mE RI\NI:Q1 ERroR '1'ER'! ADDED TO 'mE M3/O 
DEW\ND EQUNrICNS 
MESS ARRAY OF MESSAGES FOR llIE INl'ERRI.lPr CODES 
MIN;) MINIMUM ROOUIRED CXJl'FI.a'iS PER STREAM A.F. 
(OKrA REl\IJ IN IN C.F.S.) 
AaiREGATE MINIMlM ROOUIRED RESIVOR FI.a;S, A.F. 
(MNlllLY) 
MJ TIME, YEARLY IN M:NllIS 
Nl NUMBER OF STRFJ\MS INITIALLY IN USE + 1 NSTA+l 
HAS NUMBER OF ADDITICNAL STRFJ\MS PIllS CloIE 1 
NATP NUMBER OF ADDITICNS TO PR)J= 
NATR NUMBER OF ADDITICNS TO RESERVOIRS 
NA'lW NUMBER OF ADDITICNS TO WE:rJS 
NC I.CGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR CARD PUNCH 7 
NDEC NUMBER OF DECADES IN 'mE SI/oIJIATICN 
NN TEMPORARY mI'fl iE:R 
NO NUMBER OF CCNSECt1ITVE MNlHS ~CLING HAS 0 
BEEN OPERATICNAL 
NDCD NUMBER OF CDNTINOOUS DEM1\NDS 0 
NOCl1I'S NUMBER OF = ALI.OVED UNDER WATER I»l 
NOa5 NUMBER OF DEMAND SUBDIVlSICNS 0 
NODYS NUMBER OF Dl\YS IN EAOI MNrn Dl\YS 
NOFILE NUMBER OF PIANNING FTT.FS, lllrAL 
NPS NUMBER OF PASSES TIffi!J EAOI LEVEL OF 'mE I>Wr 
NC\STI\ NUMBER OF STRFJ\MS OR STATICNS, TOTAL 30 
NP I.CGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR LINE PRINTER 6 
NR I.CGICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR CARD REl\IJER 5 
NSTl\ NUMBER OF STRFJ\MS CURRENl'LY IN USE Nr TIME T 28 
NT TEMPORAm' INTffiER 
NYRPRJ NUMBER OF YEARS OF PlOJfL'l'ICN OR SII-lJLI\TICN YRS 50 
ex: OPERNrINS = M$ 
OFF VARIABLE FOR 'mE (DDE FOR OFF 9 
CN VARIABLE FOR 'mE CODE FOR CN 1 
OPrnI IS 'mE ~,INS FFATURE DESIRED YES 
( =0, NO = 1, YES ) 
OPrn2 MUsr STREAM EFFllJENT BE TREATED Nr LEVEL 1 NO 
( = 0, NO =1, YES ) 
FIXED AND VARIABLE = FOR STRFJ\MS, 
RESER\.UIRS, WEIJS, AND PP!lJECIS 
PC PIPELINE ClNSl'RAINT CN FIJJ,V CFS 
PEXll-5 PlIRAME:l'ERS FOR DEMAND ro=ICNS 1-5 
PC POPUIATICN, RATE OF GR:WnI OF MJS 0.0045 
















































PElCENl7\GE OF = 'IQ SEXXND. TREAT. FLaV 
PEIUffi'AGE OF LI\N'lS 'IQ 'IDlAL FLaV 
POPUIJ\TIOO 
PRICE, TEMPORARY Vl\llJE FOR OCM:STIC AND 
OM1E:R:IAL 
PRICE, TEMPORARY Vl\llJE FOR INIXJSTRIAL 
PRICE, MUNICIPAL 
PRICE, OF IXMESTIC AND OM1E:R:IAL WATER 
PRICE, OF INIXJSTRIAL WATER 
PRICE, MILITAR'l 
PRICE , lOl-rorANE WlI'I'ER 
PElCENl7\GE AATIOOING 
ProBABrLI'lY LIMIT WHEN USING REX:'iCLING 'IQ 
TRICl;ER STREAM OR RESIWR EXPANSlOO 
PKX:ESS IABElS FOR OPERATleN CXETS TABLE 
ProJOCr FI.CWS 
PRX:ESS '1YPE, lE\IEIS 1+2 F>Wr 
PRESENr ~Rlll OF INVES'llo1ENl' = ARMY 
FLaV, AVERllGE IN'IO EAOI LEVEL OF THE wr 
FLaV, AGRICUL'lURE 
FLaV, GENERATED AT EAOI LEVEL OF NIT 
FLaV, IMPORl'ED WATER (AND LATER THE FLaV 
RE:ruJmD 'IQ STRF.I\Mi) 
FLaV, IMPORl'ED ENI"ERING REX:'iCLE PRX:ESS 
FLaV, = WATER 
FLaV, MAXIMUM Nr lE\IEIS 1- 4 
FLaV, NE1' PER CYCLE Nr lE\IEIS, DESTIN'ED 
FOR THE RESERVOIR 
FLaV, OF LAWN USE 
FLaV, NE1' DRAIN oor OF THE RESERVOI R 
FID'i, REX:'iCT rn 'IQ RESERIIOIR 
FLaV, REX:'icrrn FRCM lE\IEIS 1- 4, EXCLUDING 
THE RESERVOIR 
FLaV, SOIl) 'IQ OTHER CITIES 
FLaV, ClJMULATIVE USE AT LEVELS 1- 4 
FLaV, ClJMULATIVE USE AT LEVET, 4 DESTIN'ED 
FOR THE RESERVOIR 
INI'EREST RNrES 
RAINFALL FOR THE CURRENI' M:Nl'H 
RAINFALL, AVERllGE FOR THE M:Nl'H 
PERCENl'AGE AATIONNING 
RESERIIOIR, crnsERVATIOO PCOL LEVEL 
RtL"YCIE SWITCH, eN OR OFF 
RESERIIOIR EII1\PORNrlOO, MNrHLY 
RESERVOIR, LEVEL OF IMPORI' 1-m'"'l'ER'" 
RAIN INDEX FOR !XMSTIC DEMAND OOUATION 
REX:'iCLE ITTERATION LIMIT 
RESERVOIR LEAKAGE 
RESERVOIR, CURRENT LEVEL AT TIME T 
RESERVOIR, ~IAXIM!JM LEVEL 
RESERVOIR, LEVEL OF = 1</NrER 
RESERVOIR, FLaV IN 
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66743 . 0 
125614 .0 
33371. 5 
RHlFF RESEIMlIR REX:YCIE, OFF u:vEL A.F. 42667.0 
RiU'I RESEIMlIR REX:YCLE, CN u:vEL A.F. 30000.0 
SAWr S\Mo11\RY OF l\DVl\!CED WI'Sl'E l'REA"IMENI' ARIWl 
SEASl SF.I\SCNI\L =, BEGINNING /oWI'H M:6 
SEAS2 SEASCNl\L =, ENDIN:; /oWI'H M:6 
SD S'l7\NIlARD DEllIATICN OF 'IllE JW,[()M ERroR 1'£RI1 
ADDED 'IO '!HE DEMI\ND EX:UATIOOS 
SKIP 'IllE NUMBER OF YFARS OF GENERA'I'ED FI.aolS 
THAT ARE 'IO BE SKIPPED BEroRE S=IN:; 
'IllE SIMOLI\TICN 0 
SNAME STREAM, NAME OF 
Sl-1;l STREAM, = FLCW CFS 
50 STREAM, VIRGIN FLCW CFS 
SQA STREAM, TOTAL ANNUAL FLCW CFS 0.0 
5012 STREAM, 12 /oWI'H FLCW CFS 0 .0 
SSS SU!M\RY OF SUPPLY IN S'IORAGE ARIWl 
STA STREAM, INDEX FOR 
S'INO STREAM, STATICN NUMBER 
STQ SEXXNDARY TREATED FLCW M:.;/TJ 
SWl SWITCH, INDICA'IOR FOR u:vEL 4 WATER DEMI\ND 
SW2 SWITCH, INDICATOR FOR FIRST PASS 'lHRIJ LEVEL 4 
FOR REX:YCLING 'IO 'IllE RESEIMlIR 
SW3 SWITCH, INDICATOR FOR FULLFlLU1ENI' OF DEMI\ND 
Nr 'IllE CURREN!' mr LEVEL CN 'IllE CURREN!' PASS 
SWD SU!M\RY OF WATER DI'W\NIJS ARIWl 
T TIME, CUMillATlVE IN /oWI'HS 
TAPEl IIXICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR STREAM FLCW DllTA 15 
TAPE2 IIXICAL UNIT NUMBER FOR IDSl-1;l = DEVICE 16 
TAPE3 IIXICAL UNIT NUl>1BER FOR INTERRUPT MESSAGES 17 
TITLE TITLE, 'IO APPEAR CN =1 PAGE 
TD1Pl TEMPORARY REAL NUMBER 
TD1P2 TEMPORARY REAL NUMBER 
TEST TEST VAllJE OF w;)R BEroRE LEVEL 4 l'REA'IMENI' 
roIR TOTAL FLCW REX:Ycr.rn FR:'M 'IllE USERS DURING 'IllE 
CURREN!' /oWI'H K;/TJ 
TYPE TYPE OF WATER IN STREAM <LCCAL OR IMPORr) 
VC VI\RIAIlLE =1'5 FOR EI\CII INC:RrnEN!' 'IO STREAI£ S 
RESERVOIRS, WEIJS OR PIUJECIS 
VOLR VOUlME OF 'IllE RESE!MlIR A.F. 
w;)R WATER QU1\Ll'IY OF 'IllE RESEIMlIR 70 .0 
X5-7 TEMPORARY \IARIABliS 
X TEMPORARY REAL ARRAY 
XPIN 'IllE CURREN!' PIl\N RETlJmED FR:'M 'IllE PIANNlNG 
FILE 
YR YEARLY INCREMENI' YRS 
YRST STARrING YEAR OF 'IllE SIMOLI\TIOO DllTE 1972 
Z TEMPORARY ARIWl 
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APPENDIX E 
*** ••• EDITING FEATURES ****** 
V1\RIABLE 
NAME DESCRIPl'ICN NO DEFAULT 
lreQ INl'ERMEDIATE DATA , STREAM NET FI.CWS =0 =1 NO 
rnm FREXlUENCY OF lreQ PRINTOUl' =5 
OCII DATA CARD TYPE II PRINTOUl' =0 =1 YES 
OCIII DATA CARD TYPE III PRINTOUl' =0 =1 YES 
OCIV DATA CARD TYPE IV PRINTOUl' =0 =1 YES 
OCV DATA CARD TYPE V PRINIW!' =0 =1 YES 
OCVI DATA CARD TYPE VI PRINIW!' =0 =1 YES 
OCVII DATA CARD TYPE VII PRINTOUl' cO =1 YES 
OCVIII DATA CARD TYPE VIII PRJNl1)lJf =0 =1 YES 
OCIX DATA CARD TYPE IX PRINrolIT =0 =1 YES 
= DATA CARD TYPE X PRINTOUl' =0 =1 YES 
= DATA CARD TYPE XI PRINrolIT -r , =1 YES 
=1 DATA CARD TYPE XII PRINTOUl' =r. =1 \T'[ 
GRAFf I PUNa I OATt. ;n p GRAPH PR:X;P.~1 ~G - ~J(' 
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